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ABSTRACT: Liver disease and portal hypertension can be associated with pulmonary vascular

complications, including portopulmonary hypertension (POPH), characterised by an elevated

mean pulmonary artery pressure secondary to an increased pulmonary vascular resistance, and

hepatopulmonary syndrome (HPS), characterised by hypoxaemia due to pulmonary vaso-

dilatation and shunting.

Although clear diagnostic guidelines exist for both conditions on the basis of echocardio-

graphy, right heart catheterisation and arterial blood gases, there is considerable variation

between centres regarding diagnosis and management of these conditions. Awareness of

evaluation and management algorithms for POPH and HPS are critical for optimisation of

outcomes in patients with these conditions.

Key aspects of management of POPH and HPS include identification of patients likely to benefit

from liver transplantation (LTx) and management before and after LTx. Although both disorders

may improve after LTx, severe forms of POPH represent a contraindication to LTx.

Novel approaches to the treatment of POPH and HPS offer new management options that may

expand the pool of transplantable patients and improve overall outcomes.

KEYWORDS: Cirrhosis, hepatopulmonary syndrome, liver transplantation, portal hypertension,

portopulmonary hypertension, pulmonary hypertension

T
he liver is a unique organ as it is connected
in series between the portal system and the
lung. In patients with liver disease and/or

portal hypertension, constituents of venous blood
arising from both the liver and portal system can
directly injure the pulmonary vascular endothe-
lium. Pulmonary vascular complications in liver
disease/portal hypertension have long been
documented in the form of portopulmonary
hypertension (POPH) and hepatopulmonary syn-
drome (HPS), producing important morbidity
and mortality, including the setting of liver
transplantation (LTx). There has been increasing
recognition of the importance of these pulmonary
vascular complications of liver disease, with
increasing recognition that these complications
influence survival before, during and after LTx.
This review will discuss POPH and HPS from a
practical standpoint, with a goal of assisting clini-
cians in the care of affected patients.

PORTOPULMONARY HYPERTENSION
POPH is best defined as pulmonary arterial hyper-
tension (PAH) associated with portal hyper-
tension, whether or not portal hypertension is
secondary to an underlying liver disease [1–3].
Initially categorised under the term secondary
PAH, the World Health Organization now recog-
nises the diagnosis of POPH as a distinct entity [4,
5]. Current criteria include: 1) the presence of
portal hypertension (either inferred from the pre-
sence of splenomegaly, thrombocytopenia, porto-
systemic shunts, oesophageal varices or portal vein
abnormalities, or confirmed by haemodynamic
measurements), but not necessarily the presence
of cirrhosis; and 2) haemodynamic measurements
from right heart catheterisation (RHC) including
mean pulmonary artery pressure (mean Ppa) .25
mmHg at rest, mean pulmonary capillary wedge
pressure (mean Ppcw) ,15 mmHg, and pulmon-
ary vascular resistance (PVR) .240 dyn?s?cm-5 or
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.3 Wood units: PVR5 [(mean Ppa-mean Ppcw)/cardiac
output]680 [1].

Epidemiology and risk factors
The incidence and prevalence of POPH is not well defined.
However, in the early 1980s, a histopathological post mortem
study of .17,000 patients showed vasculopathic changes of
PAH to be more frequent in patients with concomitant portal
hypertension (0.73%) than in those without it (0.13%) [6]. More
recent prospective studies, particularly in tertiary centres
evaluating patients for LTx, have shown a higher prevalence
of 6.3% [7] and 8.5% [8]. Identification of POPH is made at an
average of 4–7 yrs after the diagnosis of portal hypertension,
and it usually presents during the fifth decade of life, as
compared with the third and fourth decade for idiopathic PAH
[5]. In a recent case–control study from seven tertiary-care LTx
centres, POPH was found to be associated with female sex and
underlying autoimmune liver disease, whereas hepatitis C
virus infection was negatively associated with POPH [7].
Severity of liver disease, as measured by the Child–Pugh and
Model of End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) scores, was not
associated with the presence of POPH [7]. The severity of
POPH has not been found to correlate with severity of liver
disease [9]. Recently, the REVEAL registry, a multicentre,
observational study, designed to study longitudinal and clinical
course and management of 3,000 PAH patients, reported a
frequency of POPH of 5.1% [10].

Pathophysiology
The pathogenesis of POPH is not completely understood.
Histopathologically, POPH is indistinct from idiopathic PAH.
Pulmonary vascular changes include intimal fibrosis, hyper-
trophy of the smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts, in situ
thrombosis, and plexiform lesions resulting from intraluminal
endothelialisation or micro-aneurysms within pulmonary
arterioles [11, 12]. A popular proposed mechanism for POPH
development suggests that the increased blood flow (high
cardiac output) in chronic liver disease causes pulmonary
vascular wall shear stress, which can trigger the dysregulation
of numerous vasoactive, proliferative and angiogenic media-
tors eventually leading to the characteristic arteriopathic
changes mentioned above [12]. The portosystemic shunts and
decreased phagocytic capacity of the liver that occur in these
patients allow circulating bacteria and bacterial endotoxins
from the gastrointestinal tract to enter the pulmonary circula-
tion. As pulmonary phagocytosis has been demonstrated in
cirrhosis, it is suggested that the recruitment of interstitial
macrophages might also contribute to the development of
POPH [13]. Furthermore, the presence of portosystemic shunts
may allow the shunting of vasoactive substances from the
splanchnic to the pulmonary circulation, causing deleterious
effects in the pulmonary vasculature [1–3].

Endothelin (ET)-1 is thought to play a major role in the
pathophysiology of POPH. ET-1 is a potent pulmonary and
systemic vasoconstrictor, as well as vasoproliferative molecule,
increased levels of which have been observed among patients
with liver disease, probably as a result of increased wall shear
stress during hyperdynamic circulation [13]. The biological
effects of ET-1 are mediated by two distinct receptors subtypes,
ETA and ETB. In the pulmonary vasculature, activation of ETA

induces vasoconstriction, smooth muscle cell proliferation
and intimal fibrotic changes. Although ETB receptors nor-
mally mediate peripheral vasodilation, overexpression and
dysregulated signalling of ETB in the pulmonary vasculature
may contribute to increased pulmonary vasomotor tone and
remodelling has been observed in POPH [14]. Upregulation of
several additional neurohumoral mediators, such as throm-
boxane-B1, interleukin-6 and serotonin have also been impli-
cated in the pathophysiology of POPH [11, 15]. Early studies
suggested a causal role for serotonin in POPH as a promoter of
vasoconstriction and vascular smooth muscle mitogenesis [16],
although genetic polymorphisms in the serotonin transporter are
not predictive of the development of POPH [17, 18]. Finally,
vasodilating mediators, such as nitric oxide (NO) and prosta-
glandin I2 (prostacyclin), may be decreased in POPH, facilitating
vascular remodelling and vasoproliferative response. Prosta-
cyclin synthase, the enzyme responsible for prostacyclin synth-
esis, has been demonstrated to be deficient in the pulmonary
endothelium of patients with POPH [19].

Clinical manifestations
Clinicians must maintain a high index of suspicion when
evaluating patients with liver disease, since POPH itself typically
produces no symptoms or only has symptoms related to the
underlying cirrhosis or portal hypertension. Moreover, primary
cardiopulmonary disorders (e.g. cardiac failure, obstructive or
restrictive lung disease) can also be present in patients with
cirrhosis, further complicating the clinical picture.

Dyspnoea on exertion is the most common presentation com-
plaint, but it is important to acknowledge that this symptom is
frequently related to other conditions such as refractory ascites
with mechanical thoracic impairment, hepatic hydrothorax,
anaemia and sarcopenia/deconditioning [20, 21]. Other com-
mon symptoms include fatigue, generalised weakness, light-
headedness and orthopnoea. In advanced stages of POPH,
symptoms like oppressive chest discomfort, dyspnoea while at
rest, syncope and haemoptysis can occur.

Physical examination may reveal elevated jugular venous
pressure, an accentuated pulmonic component (P2) of the
second heart sound, a holosystolic murmur consistent either
with tricuspid regurgitation or pulmonic insufficiency (Graham–
Steele murmur), as well as a right ventricular heave with signs of
right heart failure (third or fourth heart sounds). A pulsatile liver
during abdominal examination and dependent lower extremity
oedema out of proportion to ascites may also signal right
ventricular dysfunction. Physical stigmata of cirrhosis and portal
hypertension, such as splenomegaly, ascites, spider angiomata,
scleral icterus, jaundice, palmar erythema, gynecomastia and
asterixis may also be observed.

Diagnostic evaluation and classification
A detailed diagnostic evaluation to exclude other potential
causes of dyspnoea, particularly other forms of pulmonary
hypertension (PH), is important in making the diagnosis of
POPH. The differential diagnosis includes idiopathic PAH, PH
associated with collagen vascular disease, HIV infection, chronic
thromboembolic disease, and PH resulting from left heart or
chronic lung diseases [4, 5].
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General cardiopulmonary screening tests, such as electro-
cardiography, may reveal right axis deviation, right atrial and
ventricular enlargement and right ventricular strain pattern as
well as complete right bundle branch block. Chest radiographs
may show an enlargement of the right-sided chambers, as well
as dilatation of the pulmonary arteries. Pulmonary function
tests may identify a decreased diffusing capacity, and the
ventilation/perfusion lung scan is usually normal, as compared
when segmental perfusion defects are present (a ‘‘mosaic’’
pattern) suggesting chronic thromboembolic PH. Arterial blood
gases (ABGs) may show an increased alveolar–arterial oxygen
tension difference (PA–a,O2), mild-to-moderate hypoxaemia and
decreased arterial carbon dioxide tension (,30 mmHg) [22, 23].

The single most important test to screen for POPH is the two-
dimensional transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) [24–26]. The
European Society of Cardiology guidelines recommend TTE
screening in all symptomatic patients with liver disease, and
routinely as part of LTx evaluation due to the high morbidity
and mortality risk associated with performing LTx in patients
with POPH [26]. TTE is pivotal in patients with clinical
suspicion of POPH and also to initially assess appropriate
candidacy for LTx, as endorsed by the American Association
for the Study of Liver Diseases [25]. Because of the high
mortality associated with attempting to perform LTx in
patients with severe POPH, which is related to haemodynamic
instability, screening for POPH should occur before the LTx
procedure is planned [27]. Using TTE, the right ventricular
systolic pressure (RVSP) can be estimated from the peak
tricuspid regurgitant velocity by using the modified Bernoulli
equation. In spite of the poor agreement between TTE and
RHC parameters [9], LTx programmes have successfully used
RVSP to identify patients needing RHC. However, different
cut-off values are used according to the clinical need. For
example, the Mayo Clinic (Rochester, MN, USA) uses an RVSP
cut-off of 50 mmHg to identify patients with moderate-to-
severe POPH with positive and negative predictive values of
74% and 97%, respectively [28]. This approach has been
validated on the basis of accumulating prospective clinical
experience with over 900 LTx patients [9]. COLLE et al. [24]
reported on a threshold cut-off value of 30 mmHg for
diagnosing all degrees of POPH having positive and negative
predictive values of 59% and 100%, respectively, among 165
patients submitted to successive TTE and cardiac catheterisa-
tion in LTx candidates. Thus, an RVSP ,30 mmHg can be used
to rule out POPH, whereas an RVSP o50 mmHg predicts
moderate-to-severe POPH in three out of four patients.
Whether patients with an RVSP between 30 and 50 mmHg
need to undergo RHC should be determined on an individual
basis. TTE yields some other benefits, as it may also show
pulmonic insufficiency, right ventricular hypertrophy, dilata-
tion and dysfunction, as well as right atrial enlargement, that
could be indirect signs of significant PAH. Paradoxical septal
movement is also common [1, 2].

TTE cannot fully discriminate between increased PVR due to
true vaso-oclussive arteriopathy or due to an increased pul-
monary flow phenomenon (hyperdynamic state, e.g. due to fluid
overload, with normal/low PVR). Therefore, RHC represents the
gold standard for the diagnosis of POPH. Patients should not be
fluid overloaded at the time of RHC. Using this technique mean
Ppa, mean Ppcw and cardiac output, as well as PVR, can be

accurately obtained in order to meet the currently proposed
POPH definition. Furthermore, POPH can be further staged
according to mean Ppa as shown in table 1 [27, 29].

To properly interpret the haemodynamic parameters asso-
ciated with POPH, it is very important to be familiar with
common changes that occur in patients with end-stage liver
disease: ,30 to 50% have low systemic vascular resistance and
high cardiac output. In this group, the mean Ppa may be
elevated solely as a consequence of increased cardiac output,
giving low values of PVR [29]. These low PVR values that
characterise the hyperdynamic state of end-stage liver disease
have led to some authors proposing that a PVR cut-off value of
.120 dyn?s?cm-5 be used to define POPH [29]. Unfortunately,
there are no epidemiological data to support the validity of one
definition over the other. Another haemodynamic criterion
proposed for diagnosing POPH is the transpulmonary gradi-
ent (TPG). This parameter correlates with PVR and identifies
resistance to flow in patients with an elevated mean Ppcw:
TPG5mean Ppa-mean Ppcw. Thus, a TPG .12 mmHg is highly
indicative of increased PVR and should be a key diagnostic
feature to define a true increase in PVR in patients with both
elevated mean Ppa and mean Ppcw [9, 29, 30].

Prognosis and clinical course
POPH causes progressive stress to the right ventricle, leading
to right ventricular dysfunction, progressive chronic cor pul-
monale and eventually death [1]. The degree of right ventricular
dysfunction correlates highly with survival and mortality in
patients with POPH. An earlier study by ROBALINO et al. [31]
showed a poor 1-yr survival of ,40%. LE PAVEC et al. [32]
demonstrated that survival is at least as good when compared
with idiopathic PAH with overall survival rates at 1, 3 and
5 yrs of 88%, 75% and 68%, respectively. The study of
ROBALINO et al. [31] was performed before the era of PAH-
specific therapy, contrasting with the report of LE PAVEC et al.
[32] where 29% of patients, the most gravely ill, received this
treatment. Not surprisingly, LE PAVEC et al. [32] found that
prognosis of POPH was related to cardiac index and to the
severity of liver disease, but even for patients with the worst
outcome (i.e. Child–Pugh class C) the 5-yr survival rate was
58%. An impact of PAH-specific therapies on survival could
not be identified in their multivariable analysis [32]. How-
ever, a retrospective study provided gross estimates of 5-yr

TABLE 1 Diagnostic criteria and staging for portopulmonary
hypertension

Mean Ppa mmHg Mean Ppcw
# mmHg PVR" dyn?s?cm-5

Mild .25 to ,35 ,15 .240

Moderate o35 to ,45 ,15 .240

Severe o45 ,15 .240

Ppa: pulmonary artery pressure; Ppcw: pulmonary capillary wedge pressure;

PVR: pulmonary vascular resistance. #: a transpulmonary pressure gradient

.12 mmHg could substitute this criterion in patients with an elevated mean

Ppcw but fulfilling other criteria; ": a PVR .120 dyn?s?cm-5 is recommended by

some authors.
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mortality in subgroups of patients receiving no treatment
(natural history), medical therapy (PAH-specific agents) or
LTx (plus PAH-specific agents), as being 86% (54% dying within
the first year of diagnosis), 55% and 33%, respectively [33].

Treatment
The general goals of therapy for POPH are to provide symp-
tomatic relief, improve quality of life and exercise capacity,
and to facilitate successful LTx. Despite considerable overlap
in the general therapeutic approach in patients with diverse
forms of PAH, such as idiopathic PAH, important distinctions
in the POPH management should be made. The use of calcium
channel blockers is generally recommended for the minority of
idiopathic PAH patients that have shown a sustained acute
vasodilator challenge response during RHC [34]. However,
responders to calcium channel blockers are exceptional in
POPH [35] and, in general, they are contraindicated as they can
produce mesenteric vasodilation that can worsen portal hyper-
tension [36]. Despite the strong evidence and wide use of b-
blockers to aid in primary and secondary prophylaxis for
variceal gastrointestinal bleeding in the setting of portal
hypertension, it has been demonstrated that in POPH their
use has been associated with deterioration of exercise capacity
and pulmonary haemodynamics, due to their negative inotropic
and chronotropic effects [37]. Oral anticoagulation is regularly
recommended for many forms of PAH, although it is tradi-
tionally not recommended for patients with POPH due to the
increased risk of gastrointestinal haemorrhage in this popula-
tion [1, 2]. Diuretics such as furosemide and spironolactone may
offer symptomatic relief in patients with right heart failure
due to PAH and liver cirrhosis and have an important role in
POPH patients with volume overload and fluid retention. Close
monitoring is required, however, since diuretics can reduce
cardiac output by decreasing right ventricular preload, facil-
itating renal failure and systemic hypoperfusion. Mild-to-
moderate hypoxaemia is a common feature in POPH. Since
hypoxaemia can promote pulmonary vasoconstriction, supple-
mental oxygen should be considered for POPH when the
arterial oxygen tension (Pa,O2) reaches ,60 mmHg [1, 2].

PAH-specific therapies

During the past two decades, significant advances have been
made by developing vasodilating and antiproliferative thera-
peutic agents for patients with diverse forms of PAH. Pro-
stacyclin analogues (PAs), endothelin receptor antagonists
(ETAs) and phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors have changed the
natural history of patients with PAH. However, most of the
evidence emerged from the subgroup of patients with idio-
pathic PAH and PH associated with connective tissue disorders,
since POPH patients were excluded earlier from randomised
clinical trials [38]. PAH-specific treatment has been extrapolated
to POPH and their effectiveness documented in some case
reports and case series, but there is a lack of data regarding
overall efficacy.

Epoprostenol is an intravenous PA, and is the only drug that
has proven survival benefit in patients with PAH, as well as
being the best studied drug in POPH [39]. Epoprostenol is not
an easy therapy to administer due to its continuous intravenous
complex pump delivery system that requires permanent central
venous access, constant maintenance and monitoring by an

expert nurse, with the risk of life-threating complications,
including rebound pulmonary vasoconstriction if the pump
fails. In one of the largest series, epoprostenol was shown to
improve pulmonary haemodynamics and cardiac output in
both the acute and long-term setting [39]. These findings have
been reproduced by other authors [40, 41]. Other PAs have also
been evaluated in the management of POPH. Intravenous
iloprost significantly improved pulmonary haemodynamics
over a 12-month period of follow-up in a single patient with
severe POPH [42]. Another patient with severe POPH was
successfully bridged to LTx with continuous intravenous
iloprost and was without PAH after 2 yrs of follow-up [43].
Recently, MELGOSA et al. [44] showed both acute and sustained
haemodynamic and clinical improvement over a period of
12 months in POPH patients receiving inhaled iloprost.
Generally, PAs are well tolerated with minimal adverse effects
that include flushing, headaches and cough.

It has been demonstrated that ET-1 levels are elevated in the
setting of POPH [13, 14], raising the possibility of oral ETAs in
the treatment of POPH. Bosentan, a dual non-selective ETA has
the advantage of being administered orally. HOEPER et al. [45]
showed that therapy with bosentan in 11 patients with Child–
Pugh class A cirrhosis was associated with improvement in
symptoms and exercise capacity, as well as in haemodynamics,
being well tolerated and without evidence of drug-related liver
injury [45]. The selective ETA receptor antagonist ambrisentan,
requiring only once daily dosing, was recently reported in a
study of 13 patients with POPH [46]. Significant haemo-
dynamic improvements were seen with minimal drug interac-
tions, but also a risk of clinically significant liver toxicity.

The oral phosphodiesterase inhibitors sildenafil and tadalafil
were recently approved for the therapy of PAH [47, 48], cons-
tituting another attractive therapeutic alternative. REICHENBERGER

et al. [49] studied 14 patients with moderate-to-severe POPH
treated with oral sildenafil for up to 12 months. Sildenafil
provided therapeutic benefits in pulmonary haemodynamics
during the first 3 months, although this was not sustained after
12 months, despite continuous improvement in exercise capa-
city and functional class [49]. It is likely that sildenafil is not
sufficient as monotherapy in severe POPH and that patients
with severe POPH may benefit from combination therapy with
different drug classes in order to enhance vasodilating and
antiproliferative mechanisms [50].

Liver transplantation
LTx in POPH is performed to treat the underlying portal
hypertension/liver disease, and POPH confers a high risk of
cardiopulmonary-related morbidity and mortality from fulmi-
nant right ventricular failure among patients who undergo LTx
[1, 51]. A mean Ppa .35 mmHg and/or a PVR .250 dyn?s?cm-5

are both associated with an LTx mortality of ,50% [52]. Patients
with a mean Ppa of .35–50 mmHg and a PVR ,250 dyn?s?cm-5

have been observed to have acceptable post-transplant out-
comes (notably, this study used 120 instead of 240 dyn?s?cm-5 to
define POPH). Based on the preponderance of reported
experience, a mean Ppa o50 mmHg and/or a PVR of .250
dyn?s?cm-5 should be considered to be a contraindication to LTx.
Our understanding of the impact of PAH-specific therapies
that produce improvements in cardiopulmonary haemo-
dynamics to a mean Ppa ,35 mmHg and a PVR ,250 dyn?s?cm-5
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on post-transplant outcomes is still evolving. Patients who
achieve improvements in mean Ppa and PVR to these levels on
therapy should be considered potential candidates for LTx
[29, 30, 40, 41].

Current liver allocation policies in the USA allow appealing for
MELD exception points in patients with an initial mean Ppa

.35 mmHg who maintain a favourable pulmonary profile (i.e.
mean Ppa ,35 mmHg and PVR ,400 dyn?s?cm-5) and a
satisfactory right ventricular function while on PAH-specific
treatment. This policy has the intention to expedite LTx before
definite contraindications occur, given that survival has not
been shown to be inferior in this subset of POPH patients,
when compared to all LTx patients [53, 54]. If the decision is
made to proceed with LTx in a patient with significant POPH
in the clinical setting of a pharmacological response, trans-
oesophageal echocardiography to monitor for right ventricular
failure, veno–venous bypass to prevent right ventricular over-
load after reperfusion, and the potential use of inhaled NO
therapy or inhaled epoprostenol to lower mean Ppa and PVR
may be considered as intraoperative strategies to minimise the
risk of fulminant right ventricular failure. Patients with POPH
should ideally be treated at LTx referral centres with a
multidisciplinary team (anaesthesiologists, cardiologists, pul-
monologists and hepatologists) experienced in the perioperative
treatment of POPH [55]. Whether POPH improves after LTx is a
matter of debate. Initial experience indicated that post-trans-
plant improvement in ‘‘POPH’’ was limited to patients with PH
secondary to an increased cardiac output (elevated mean Ppa

but PVR ,240 dyn?s?cm-5). Accumulating evidence from
different transplant centres is now manifesting post-transplant
improvement in selected POPH patients, some of them being
able to wean-off their PAH-specific therapy a few months after
LTx (probably ,50% of those surviving the early months after
LTx) [33, 40, 54, 56]. Although these are encouraging results,
evidence derives from retrospective analyses of transplant
databases or case series. Thereby, the percentage of patients
improving is not so clear to date and there are no known
predictors to better select them. It must be accounted that there
are also reports on post-transplant progression of POPH [57].
With current evidence, LTx should not be viewed as a healing
measure for POPH, and PAH-specific therapies should continue
during the early post-transplant period. Periodic haemody-
namic surveillance is mandatory to allow proper adjustment of
treatment and identify patients who can be weaned off PAH-
specific therapy.

HEPATOPULMONARY SYNDROME
HPS is characterised by the triad of arterial deoxygenation (a
widened PA–a,O2 with or without hypoxaemia), intrapulmon-
ary vascular dilatation and liver disease [58, 59]. HPS can occur
with any degree of liver disease, ranging from well-compen-
sated chronic liver disease without cirrhosis to noncirrhotic
portal hypertension and cirrhosis. HPS has also been described
in patients with acute liver failure [29].

Epidemiology and risk factors
The reported prevalence of HPS varies depending on the popu-
lation studied and the criteria used to define arterial deoxygena-
tion and intrapulmonary vascular dilatation. HPS has been
reported in 10–30% of patients referred for LTx evaluation

[60, 61], but in only 1% of patients with chronic liver disease in
the non-transplant setting [62]. The presence of either intra-
pulmonary shunts or oxygenation abnormalities are more
common, occurring in 25–65% of patients awaiting LTx and in
5% of patients in the non-transplant setting [61–64]. HPS is
usually diagnosed during the sixth decade of life and there is
no specific association with sex or aetiology of liver disease.
The majority of studies in patients with cirrhosis have not
found an association between HPS and severity of liver
disease, as measured by Child–Pugh and MELD scores [61, 65,
66]. However, there are reports of more advanced liver failure
in patients with HPS, particularly in those presenting with
hypoxaemia [60, 67, 68].

Pathophysiology
The hallmark of HPS is intrapulmonary vasodilatation. The
most remarkable anatomic abnormality is dilatation at both the
pre-capillary and capillary level of the pulmonary circulation
(50–80 mm; normal range is 8–15 mm), especially in the lower
lobes. Less frequently, discrete arteriovenous anastomoses
unrelated to the alveolar-capillary unit may be identified, as
well as portopulmonary anastomoses. The consequence of the
intrapulmonary vasodilatation is arterial deoxygenation by
three mechanisms: ventilation/perfusion (V9/Q9) mismatch,
intrapulmonary shunting, and limitation of oxygen diffusion.
The main mechanism seems to be related to a low V9/Q9, a
hypothesis strongly supported by improvement of Pa,O2 while
breathing 100% O2 in the majority of affected patients. The
hyperdynamic circulation present in patients with cirrhosis
causes a decrease in the transit time of erythrocytes through
the alveolar-capillary unit, further compromising oxygen
diffusion. All three mechanisms contribute to passing of mixed
venous blood to the systemic circulation [69].

The aetiology of intrapulmonary vascular dilatations is thought
to relate to an increase in pulmonary NO, by means of both
endothelial and inducible NO synthase (eNOS and iNOS,
respectively). The link between liver failure/portal hyperten-
sion and increased NO is incompletely understood but seems to
be related to an increase in hepatic production of the
vasoconstrictor ET-1, which stimulates the production of the
ETB receptor at the level of the pulmonary microcirculation,
with subsequent increase in eNOS activity causing vasodila-
tation. A local increase in pro-inflammatory mediators and
pulmonary intravascular sequestration of macrophages lead-
ing to an increase in iNOS activity and NO production has
also been described [70]. This may be caused by bacterial
translocation and systemic endotoxaemia and, presumably, it
is largely mediated by tumour necrosis factor-a [71, 72]. Other
mechanisms/associations identified to date through human or
experimental studies include increased angiogenesis through up-
regulation of the vascular endothelial growth factor, increased
carbon monoxide production through haem oxygenase, and
increased levels of oestrogen and progesterone. A recent study of
genetic risk factors showed an association of HPS with genes
related to vascular growth and development, as well as oestrogen
action, but failed to demonstrate association with NO synthase,
ETB and haem oxygenase [73]. Experimental data has also
supported a relevant role for exacerbated angiogenesis in the
pathogenesis of HPS [74].
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Clinical manifestations
Dyspnoea, digital clubbing, cyanosis and spider angiomas are
characteristic features in patients with HPS. Dyspnoea on
exertion may lack specificity as it does not occur more fre-
quently in the setting of HPS [61], probably being confounded
by physical deconditioning and fatigue, which are very com-
mon among patients with cirrhosis. Platypnoea and ortho-
deoxia, the increase in dyspnoea or deoxygenation while in the
standing position, are classically described in HPS. These occur
as the change from supine to standing position exacerbate the
V9/Q9 mismatch through decreased perfusion of the highly
ventilated lung apices, and the opposite effect in the bases,
driven by changes in hydrostatic pressure and the predomi-
nance of pulmonary dilatations in the lung bases. However,
these are not pathognomonic features and actually orthopnea
seems to be a more frequent manifestation in HPS [65]. As in
POPH, other physical stigmata of cirrhosis and portal hyper-
tension can be seen in patients with HPS.

Diagnostic evaluation and classification
Whenever a patient with liver disease presents with clinical
manifestations of HPS, investigations assessing arterial oxygen-
ation and pulmonary dilatation are mandatory. Evidence of
concomitant lung diseases should also be investigated by
pulmonary function tests and imaging, and it is important to
consider that HPS can coexist with other pulmonary or cardiac
diseases exacerbating symptoms and hypoxaemia [75]. As part
of the LTx evaluation, most centres will perform pulmonary
and cardiac studies as a matter of routine practice or on the basis
of the clinical context (e.g. history of smoking, a1-antitrypsin
deficiency, ischaemic heart disease).

Chest radiographs are usually normal in patients with HPS but
can manifest an increased interstitial pattern in the bases, an
effect usually caused by arteriovenous shunts in severe HPS.
High-resolution computed tomography can identify dilatation
of the peripheral pulmonary vessels in the lung bases at early
stages of HPS, although the clinical usefulness of this finding is
uncertain at the present time [76]. Paradoxical embolism can
occur and must be considered in any patient with HPS, given a
relatively high prevalence of cerebrovascular disease, present-
ing with a stroke [77]. Consistent with the decreased diffusion
capacity of oxygen observed in HPS, the diffusing capacity of
the lung for carbon monoxide can be found to be low. The
hyperdynamic circulation of cirrhosis can also arise in left
atrial enlargement in the absence of any specific cardiac
disease [78], although this has not been observed in all studies
[64, 65]. Inclusively, right-sided cardiac dilatation was observed
in one study [65]. Marked hypoxaemia during sleep has been
described in HPS [79] and it is recommended to assess overnight
pulse oximetry.

Most authorities consider arterial oxygen saturation measured
by pulse oximetry (Sp,O2) to be not sufficiently accurate for
identifying hypoxaemia in HPS: at an Sp,O2 of 95% the Pa,O2 can
differ by .10 mmHg among individuals with cirrhosis and,
given the shape of the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve,
small changes in Sp,O2 are paralleled by large changes in Pa,O2

[29, 80]. This measurement can also be affected by deep
breathing, smoking and methemoglobinaemia [81]. However,
it can provide useful information for screening, as an Sp,O2

o96% excludes a Pa,O2 ,70 mmHg (sensitivity of 100%,

specificity of 88%) [61], and given its non-invasiveness and
extremely low cost, it is a cost-effective method that can be
used for serial monitoring of oxygenation in patients with
cirrhosis [66, 82].

Measurement of ABGs is the gold standard for identifying arterial
deoxygenation and classifying HPS according to the degree of
hypoxaemia. Pa,O2 is the main prognostic determinant for HPS,
although, because of the reflex hyperventilation (increased
alveolar oxygen tension), it underestimates the oxygenation
defect. Thus, PA–a,O2 is the most important parameter for the
early diagnosis of HPS. The European Respiratory Society Task
Force recommends a PA–a,O2 o15 mmHg for the diagnosis of
HPS, whereas Pa,O2 is used to classify the severity of HPS (table 2)
[29]. However, using o20 mmHg or the age-related threshold for
HPS has been reported to improve the diagnostic accuracy of the
PA–a,O2 (negative predictive values for o15 mmHg, o20 mmHg
and age-related PA–a,O2 threshold were 75%, 83% and 87%,
respectively) [68]. Using o15 mmHg as a diagnostic criterion for
HPS may result in a relatively high frequency of false positive
diagnosis. Other causes for an enlarged PA–a,O2, such as hepatic
hydrothorax, ascites and atelectasis, should be considered in the
differential. Although there are several available formulas for
calculating the age-related PA–a,O2 threshold, a popular formula is:
normal PA–a,O2510+0.43 (age-20).

ABGs are usually obtained while the patient is sitting and
breathing room air, but two characteristic features linked to the
pathophysiology of HPS can be also studied with ABGs. 1)
Orthodeoxia, which manifests as a decrease in Pa,O2 of o4
mmHg or o5% from the supine to the upright position [83],
and 2) the increase in Pa,O2 while breathing 100% oxygen,
which should reach .300 mmHg [29, 35]. Orthodeoxia is a
consequence of the increased V9/Q9 mismatch and decreased
cardiac output following the change from the supine to the
upright position.

Contrast-enhanced TTE (CE-TTE) has become the most
commonly used test for identifying the intravascular vasodi-
latation of HPS. Contrast is usually accomplished by injecting
10 mL of normal saline that has been hand-agitated, producing
microbubbles (f90 mm in diameter). This opacifies the left
atrium four or more beats after the initial appearance of
contrast in the right atrium in patients with HPS, whereas
those with a cardiac right-to-left shunt (i.e. atrial septal defect)

TABLE 2 Diagnostic criteria and staging for
hepatopulmonary syndrome

PA-a,O2
# mmHg Pa,O2

" mmHg

Mild o15 o80

Moderate o15 o60 to ,80

Severe o15 o50 to ,60

Very severe o15 ,50

PA–a,O2: alveolar–arterial oxygen tension difference; Pa,O2: arterial oxygen

tension. #: other proposed cut-off values for PA–a,O2 are o20 mmHg and at

the same as the age-related expected value; ": Pa,O2 ,70 mmHg is used at

some transplant centres as a diagnostic criterion.
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will show opacification of the left atrium within the first three
beats [84]. Trans-oesophageal echocardiogram (CE-TEE) is
rarely needed, but because of an improved window it may
increase the sensitivity of the test and help to better define
dubious cases of inter-atrial communication. However, CE-
TEE is more expensive, requires sedation and poses a low risk
of complications with variceal bleeding. A recent report with a
small number of patients proposed performing the CE-TTE in
the upright position as another measure to increase the
sensitivity of the test [64].

Lung perfusion scanning with macro-aggregated albumin
(MAA scan) provides a quantitative assessment of the severity
of the intrapulmonary vasodilatation. In this method the signal
of 99mTc-radiolabelled MAA (.20 mm in diameter) is abnor-
mally detected outside of the lungs (in the brain by conven-
tion), as these particles should remained trapped within the
lungs in the absence of intrapulmonary vasodilatation. A result
of .6% was observed in all HPS patients with a Pa,O2

,60 mmHg, and this cut-off value had a sensitivity of 84%
and specificity of 100% for the diagnosis of HPS [85]. This

study used a Pa,O2 of ,70 mmHg or a PA–a,O2 above the age-
calculated normal and CE-TTE as the gold standard, and thus
it is expected that with current diagnostic standards the rate of
false negatives may be higher. Even though an MAA scan is
not necessary for the diagnosis of HPS, it can help to identify
clinically significant pulmonary vasodilatation, especially in
patients with intrinsic lung disease in whom it is difficult to
establish the contribution of HPS to hypoxaemia.

Pulmonary angiography is rarely needed but allows the
classification of HPS as type I, with normal angiography or
diffuse vascular dilatations (early or spidery, more advanced
or spongy), or type II, characterised by discrete arteriovenous
communications. The latter are anatomically stable and may
not regress after LTx, causing post-transplant persistent
hypoxaemia. Arteriovenous communications may be amenable
to treatment with coil embolisation. It has been suggested that
in patients with very severe hypoxaemia the response to 100%
oxygen breathing should be assessed and if Pa,O2 improves to
,300 mmHg an angiography should follow to rule out a
possible type-II HPS (a contrasted lung computed tomography

LT candidacy or clinical
suspicion (dyspnoea, chest
discomfort, increased P2)

RVSP in TTE#

Mean Ppa in RHC+

No POPH

No POPH

POPH TPG >12

PVR <240 PVR >240 and
Mean Ppcw <15

PVR >240 and
Mean Ppcw >15

TPG <12

Mean Ppa >25–<35

Proceed to LT
if appropriate

Mean Ppa ≥35–<50 Mean Ppa ≥50

PVR ≤250 PVR >250 High mortality
No LT

No POPH,
heart disease

Follow-up TTE
in 6–12 months

Decide on an
individual basis¶

Proceed to LT
if appropriate

Response to PAH-
specific treatment

No response to PAH-
specific treatment

≥30 to <50<30

≤25

≥50

>25

FIGURE 1. Algorithm for the diagnosis and treatment of portopulmonary hypertension (POPH). All pressure determinations are expressed in mmHg. LT: liver transplant;

RHC: right heart catheterisation; RVSP: right ventricle systolic pressure; Ppa: pulmonary artery pressure; Ppcw: pulmonary capillary wedge pressure; PAH: pulmonary arterial

hypertension; PVR: pulmonary vascular resistance; TPG: transpulmonary gradient; TTE: transthoracic echocardiogram. #: Some centres report the pulmonary artery systolic

pressure, which is equivalent to RVSP in the absence of right ventricle outflow obstruction; ": the presence of signs of right ventricular strain would favour performing RHC; +:

alternative causes of pulmonary hypertension need to be ruled out on a case-by-case basis.
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scan may serve this purpose well). If this is confirmed,
embolotherapy should be considered before LTx [75, 86].

Prognosis and clinical course
HPS is associated with attenuated quality of life and increased
mortality, with hypoxaemia expected to progress even in the
presence of stable liver function [59]. Mortality among patients
with HPS at 2.5 yrs has been reported to be between 40 and
60% [60, 65, 87, 88], with a prospective multicentre study
observing mortality risk more than twice that of non-HPS
patients after adjustment for MELD score and LTx (hazard
ratio 2.41, 95% CI 1.31–4.42) [65]. Apart from occasional
mortality related to stroke, possibly from paradoxical embo-
lism, there are no specific causes of death linked to HPS and
mortality is related to progression of liver disease and portal
hypertension-derived complications [60, 65, 88]. The degree of
hypoxaemia within HPS cohorts has also been associated with
a higher mortality, and it has been estimated that hypoxaemia
progresses at a rate of 5 mmHg per year [88].

In relation to quality of life, it was shown that HPS affects the
sense of general health, particularly in the domains associated
with the mental component of short form-36 [65]. It is plausible
that hypoxaemia could affect cognition and contribute as a risk
factor for hepatic encephalopathy, and one study identified a
higher frequency of asterixis in HPS versus non-HPS cirrhotics
[65]. Coexistence of hepatic encephalopathy would further
compromise the prognosis of patients with HPS.

Treatment
LTx is the only definitive therapy, with improvement of
arterial deoxygenation and intrapulmonary dilatation occur-
ring almost universally post-transplant. The rate of improve-
ment in Pa,O2 is variable, probably occurring months to years
after LTx, varying with severity of hypoxaemia before LTx.
Post-transplant improvement in HPS is paralleled by normal-
isation of the 99mTcMAA shunt scan [88]. In general, the
abnormalities of HPS resolve in .85% of patients within the
first 6–12 months post-transplant [89]. Lack of improvement
should prompt consideration of discrete arteriovenous anasto-
moses or pulmonary vascular remodelling. Because of the
impaired prognosis of HPS and favourable outcome after LTx,
MELD exception points are given to patients with severe
hypoxaemia in the USA so as to expedite LTx [90].

Analysis of the Scientific Registry for Transplant Recipients
found that post-transplant survival for patients with HPS
patients is comparable to that of patients without HPS [77].
Nonetheless, some pre-LTx characteristics predict an increased
mortality after LTx, such as hypoxaemia f50 mmHg and a
99mTcMAA shunt scan o20% [88, 89].

Several studies have addressed the therapeutic potential of
compounds affecting the mechanisms involved in the patho-
genesis of HPS. Overall, results have not been promising.
Supplemental oxygen remains the only proven effective
therapy and it should be administered when the Pa,O2 reaches

Pa,O2 <300

Assess hypoxaemia during
exercise

Refer to LT centre

Continuous oxygen
LT for HPS

Consider
angiography

to rule out HPS2

Consider
response to

100% O2
breathing

MAA scan§HPS

ABG+

PA–a,O2 ≥20
Follow-up

in 6–12 months

CE-TTE#

Positive

Negative

No

Yes

LT candidacy or clinical 
suspicion (dyspnoea, 
clubbing, cyanosis)

No HPS

Pa,O2 ≥50–<60 Pa,O2 <50Pa,O2 ≥60–<80Pa,O2 ≥80

Lung disease and PA–a,O2 ≥20

Assess for
pulmonary 
disease¶

FIGURE 2. Algorithm for the diagnosis and treatment of hepatopulmonary syndrome (HPS). All arterial blood gas (ABG) parameters are expressed in mmHg. PA–a,O2:

alveolar–arterial oxygen difference for the partial pressure of oxygen; CE-TTE: contrast-enhanced transthoracic echocardiogram; LT: liver transplant; MAA: 99mTc

radiolabelled macro-aggregated albumin scan; Pa,O2: arterial oxygen tension. #: if doubt exists regarding an atrial septal defect, trans-oesophagseal echocardiography is

recommended; ": pulmonary function tests and chest radiographs or computed tomography scans as appropriate; +: determination of orthodeoxia is recommended where

available; 1: MAA is also useful in the absence of lung disease to quantify the intrapulmonary shunt and for prognostication.
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,60 mmHg. Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt
should not be considered a therapeutic option for HPS. Two
pilot studies of somatostatin analogues observed no changes in
oxygenation parameters [87, 91]. Inhibitors of NO, such as
methylene blue and L-NAME (NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl
ester) have also been tested. Methylene blue inhibits the cyclic
guanosine monophosphate pathway that is responsible for NO
production. In seven patients, a single dose of intravenous
methylene blue improved both the Pa,O2 and PA–a,O2, as well as
the hyperdynamic circulation and increased the PVR for a few
hours after its administration [92]. Nebulised L-NAME was
tested in 10 patients with HPS and although it decreased
exhaled NO, improved the hyperdynamic circulation, and
increased the pulmonary vascular resistance, it failed to
improve the V9/Q9 mismatch, Pa,O2 or PA–a,O2 after 2 h of
administration [93]. Garlic is thought to exert vasodilatory
properties that may redistribute the pulmonary blood flow,
improving the V9/Q9 mismatch. Apart from a positive pilot
study [94], a randomised, double-blind, controlled trial
showed that two thirds of patients using garlic oil capsules
(n521) had resolution of HPS after 9 months of treatment, in
comparison to only one patient in the placebo group (n520)
[95]. Although these results are encouraging, they will need to
be replicated by other groups before reaching any definitive
conclusions regarding the use of garlic in HPS. Of note, the
placebo group showed an increase in Pa,O2 of 5 mmHg after
1 yr of follow-up, contrasting with the expected decrease of the
same magnitude.

Other medications have been tested with the aim of reducing the
endotoxaemia and/or associated proinflammatory response
(e.g. tumour necrosis factor-a), in order to improve the intra-
pulmonary dilatation and oxygenation. An open-label, single-
arm clinical trial failed to show any improvement in Pa,O2 or PA–

a,O2 after 6 weeks of pentoxifylline. However, the study
included only nine patients and not all of them were able to
fulfil the intended follow-up or adherence to therapy, mostly
due to adverse effects of pentoxifylline [96]. More recently, a
blinded randomised crossover study did not show any benefit
in PA–a,O2 after 4 weeks of norfloxacin, as compared with
placebo [97].

CONCLUSIONS
Liver disease and portal hypertension are associated with
dyspnoea and hypoxaemia by various mechanisms, with the
pulmonary vascular complications conferring the greatest
impact on prognosis. POPH and HPS are relatively common
among LTx candidates; POPH is reported in 6–9% and HPS in
10–30% of LTx candidates. HPS and POPH should be sought
routinely as part of the evaluation of patients being considered
for LTx as most cases are either asymptomatic or present with
nonspecific symptoms. Diagnostic criteria for POPH include
two proposed cut-off values for PVR (120 and 240 dyn?s?cm-5).
Diagnostic criteria for HPS include an elevated PA–a,O2 of o15
or o20 mmHg, or age-related normal. Awareness of POPH and
HPS and familiarity with the approach to diagnostic work-up
and available therapies are critical in achieving optimal health-
related quality of life and survival in patients with POPH and
HPS. Although both diseases may improve after LTx, the
severest forms of POPH are a contraindication to LTx. LTx
should be considered as a definitive therapy for all but the most

severe forms of HPS. Novel therapeutic approaches for POPH are
evolving, with emerging evidence that PAH-specific drugs can
expand the pool of transplantable patients and improve survival.
It must be acknowledged that LTx seeks to improve portal
hypertension and liver disease in POPH patients, but the latter
may persist or even progress after LTx. On the basis of available
evidence we have built diagnostic/therapeutic algorithms to be
used both by pulmonologists and hepatologists caring for LTx
candidates (figs 1 and 2). These are based on current LTx
protocols at the Mayo Clinic and recommendations from the
European Respiratory Society, and have proved to be useful in
the LTx clinical setting. In the USA, MELD exception points can
be granted to some moderate forms of POPH and to the severe
forms of HPS so as to prioritise LTx and favour the reversal of
pulmonary vascular complications.
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